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SCS Share Index up 43% in November
There has never been a month quite like Nov. 99. Our Oct. 93? As readers know. throughout 1999 we have
System House SCS Index consistently said that any

has risen by a quite Oct. 99 correction should
remarkable 43% in the be viewed as an
month.The previous"record" opportunity. We felt
monthly rise of 14% took strongly that once the "Y2K
place in Jan, 98 when the microclimate"was out of the

FTSE IT Index was way, a new "Golden Era"
launched. Indeed, that☂s the would commence for the

Simllarily, as FTSE 808 sector from mid 2000.
launched techMAFIK on 3rd Even though valuations
Nov 99. have risen dramatically of

The techMAFtK 100 Index late, we still believe that
showed a similar 41% current valuations are
increase and the FTSE IT sustainable in the medium
Index (SCS) was up an even term.
higher 47%. Closelaunched As the chart of average P/
atechMAFlKiOO fund at the Es quite clearly shows,
same time. We understand heights of almost 60 were
that it has raised over £50m reached in May-June 98.
in its first month, thus making it the most successful unit They were clearly too high. The nadir reached in Oct. 98 of
trust launch in a long while. Of 27 was equally overdone,
course, this money had to be Index Move, in November 99 Indeed, many saw this as a
invested - mostly in the larger ☜buying opportunity' and have
stocks which still dominate the symmuom reaped rich rewards since.
index. Sage (up 38%). Sema scsmm Indeed the FTSE IT Index is

(up 35%), Misys (up 34%) all up 149% in the last 12 months.
benefited. The situation was Now we are on a high - but not

exacerbated by the elevation record - average P/E of around
of Logica (up 63%) into the 45, Given that the average

FTSEtOO to replace Securicor. profits growth for all the
Indeed, we now face the companies in our SCS Index
prospect of CMG (up 40%) is forecast to be around 35%

securing its place at the next in 2000, this is not that out of

review. We will then have gone line.

from zero to live SCS stocks Although we have seen a

   

     

    

Quoted UK SCS Companies - Average P/E at end

of month
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in the I-TSE100 in less than myriad of profits warnings,

two years. quite frankly they were quite
But, me party was Shared by FTSE IT (SCS) Index v SCS Index 1998/99 predimable☁ Any company _

the smaller stocks too as 1 I or investor . who is now

demons"?!in by our FTSE" surprised by unexpectedly
unweighted SCS '"dex- rmngr poor results for 1999 really
Indeed, the Top Five . ☜☁6'☝ng r only does have themselves
performers this month were: to blame.
1- Superscape +330% Even if you take eight of the
2 - Recognition Sys. +284% sector's largest stocks and
3 ~ Ultima f200% their forecast earnings per
4- Int EnV"°"5+183°/i=o share for the current year
5 - Terr Chapman ☜53/9 and next year (courtesy of
only one TeChma☂k 10° The Estimates Directory) the
amonQSl them! b I ☁17 current - even higher - prices
SO, should we 8 warns . do not seem greatly out of
Are we likely to repeat the line.

savage correcnon 596" In This shows that the average
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Revenue up, losses down (again), at

Recognition... and a successful placing!
Recognition Systems (developer and vendor of integrated

CRM software and systems) has again announced losses

in their year☂s results to 30th Sep. 99. But, like last time,
losses have been reduced, this time from £2.26m to
£1.61m. Revenue has almost tripled but still only stands
on £2.3m. Chairman Alan Benjamin said "We now have
excellent products to offer the rapidly growing customer

relationship management software market. The new deals

signed with major organisations such as Charles Schwab,

Clerical Medical and Bertelsmann demonstrate clearly the

potential".

But the most important news this month is their share

placing at 106p which was three times oversubscribed.This
has raised £18m to fund a huge expansion in marketing
and customer services operations mainly in the US and
Europe.
Comment. This is a ☁landmark' share offer that now values

Recognition more in the US<style on projected sales. Recent
big deals for their Protagona sottware☁is the main reason
for the success of this placing - previous placings in 97
and 98 were much less successful. We have always had a

soft spot for Recognition but have had worries that they
might be snapped up by a (probably US) predator before
they had time to reach their potential. Of course, this still

could be the case but is now more unlikely with the present

much higher share price. Let☂s hope the new management

can now cope with future rapid growth. RS came to the
market in May 96 at 70p and the 1998 placing was at only
9p. The shares ended the month up nearly three-fold on
337p ♥ a market capitalisation of £64.7m. A very dramatic

33-times increase in the year.

{Dialog still has deblprobrems; .
iDebt laden Dialog Corp. has announced'solid'p

      

   
   

 

  

 

  

   

  

rowth
in the first nine months of FY99 operating profits☁Wetepup
Efrom £18.6in'to £22.6m on 'reiienues up a modest' ☁ls'a☂c

俉2137cm. According to Chairman Allen Thomas,
fdevelopment of the business is being constrained by lack
got working capttal. The company-has met-its debt
érepayments schedule so fat 'but further substantial-
;payments are due in May 00, Many options ate being
Econsidered including equity participation from a third patty,
Ea spin oft and float of part of the business☁sand. even a

:Possible sale otthe Whole group, lCL haspaid Dialog £2.5rn
Eto transfer the management of Dialog☁s US data centre'to
ElCL. 55 staff will transfer. Dialog ☜expects multimillion pound
i(egg;leggygsaviva cmthel- ear outsourcin☁ contract.
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Ill/lore. more losses h
After their Q12000 results, when MERANT announced it

was "very pleased" with their large loss, 02 figures show
losses reduced to £4.3m on higher revenue. In their first

six months to Oct. 99, MERANT has recorded a 61%

revenue rise to £111.9m and total losses of £10.9m. ☜During

02, we made substantial strides in strengthening our

position in enterprise-based e-business solutions"according

to President and CEO Gary Greenfield. CFO Ken Sexton
notes "our revenue results reflect the transition in increasing
e-business sales... With Y2K revenues excluded, we have
actually seen a license fee revenue increase of 24% and

overall revenues increasing 16%. As anticipated, operating

margins improved as we begin to realise the full costsa vings

from our merger (with lnterso/v) consolidation program☝.

  

Revenue and losses down at Superscape
Superscape VR (the ☁VR☂ part is to be dropped shortly)
develops and markets interactive 3D software. Like

Recognition, they have low revenues and large losses. in

the year ending 31 st Jul. 99 revenue dropped 27% to £13m

but they also managed to reduce losses from £3.5m to

£2.8m. The fall in revenue reflects the continued low level

of licence sales only offset partly by the build up Of

applications work. Sales in Japan and The Far East were

particularly disappointing. The company has now reviewed

its business and product strategy and has "initiated major .
changes".
The similarities with Recognition continue as Superscape
has also announced a placing and open offer at 105p 10
raise a net £20.4m for future investment in sales, marketing
and professional services.

The shares (we still consider them a UK company with

two-thirds UK owned) have risen 330% this month to end

on 349p. Acquisition details see p7.

  

Rolfe & Nolan continues the improvement
For the six months to 31st Aug. 99, a ☜leaner☝ Rolfe 8t
Nolan saw revenues rise 12% to £10.7m, PBT increase
over three-fold to £542K with EPS going from loss to 3.38p.
Chairman Tim Hearley said "our results reflect our strong
market position, with a continuation of the recovery which
started in the second half of last year☂.
Their us operation continues to improve with revenues up

26% and Australia signed thirteen new bureaux clients.

Hearley said "prospects are good, although as in previous
years, we remain dependent upon the precise timing of

licence sales". The company "does not expect the Y2K
issue to have a significant effect on its business☝.
Shares rose 68% this month to end on 323p.
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Comino disposes of Prologic
Comino had three main strings to its bow. Social housing
(systems (Context), document management/worktlow/call

centres (ISE) and fashion/clothing (Prologic). We say had,
because this month they have sold Prologic in a Lloyds

TSB-backed MBO for £3.85m in cash.
In the six months to 30th Sep. 99, Comino boosted revenue

by 27% to £11.04m, PBT by 23% to £1.56m and EPS by
11% to 8.02p (as a result ofa full tax charge for the first

time). These were in line with expectations.
The Prologic disposal (it contributed profits of c£400K in

the full year) is not expected to affect Comino☂s trading

profit. Context and lSE will be combined as they both service
the ☜business to public"model in the occupational pensions,
lhousing and LA space.
Footnote - Readers will recall that Chairman Mike Brooke
stood down in favour of co-founder Gordon Skinner when
Comino moved from AIM to the main market in July 99.
Gordon retired due to ill-health last month and a new
chairman is being sought. Comino was an AIM IPO in Nov.

  

97 at 130p...they ended Nov. 99 on 399p.

 

Touchstone prospers from services
Touchstone is "a leading supplier of nancial management
and business software☝ - mostly the resale of SunSystem
trom Systems Union. In the six months to 30th Sep. 99
revenue went up 37% at £4.8m, PBT up 53% at £703K

and EPS up 51% at 5.08p.
They were an AIM IPO in Jul. 98 at 105p and have more
than doubled in price since. This year Touchstone has

acquired Resource Systems (for up to £1.4m) and ICS
(for up to £1.5m) "both of which have made useful

contributions to the interim results". Indeed they contributed
ESSSK revenue and £92K profit in the period. But, like

everyone else, it was consulting and services (up 55%)
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parties ~. wouldbevbetter served as a part of alarger group,

Fast moving Planit
Planit Holdings increased total revenues 34% to £6m in
the interim six months to 31st Oct. 99, PBT did even better
with a 93% rise to £1.3m and EPS increased 57%. They
also announced a major £800K investment internet ☜Design
on Line☝ product range.

Chairman Bob Morton said the accelerated programme
"leaves the group well placed to continue our growth both

organically and by acquisition".
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Eidos increases losses but Christmas looms
At this time of year, entertainment software developer

Eidos announces its interim results. Always a bit pointless
as they never bearany relation to the full year figures as
sales of their various games are mainly made in the run up
to Christmas. But for the record, in the six months to 30th
Sep. 99, on revenue down 7% to £44m, they doubled losses

to £27.9m. Current analysts☂ forecasts for the full year are
sales approaching £300m and PET of over £50m.
Of course the new Lara Croft Tomb Raider 4 game is widely

predicted to sell well this Christmas to her many fans and

other releases are due to complement the four new games

recently released. ☁The high quality line-up represents our
most impressive winter release ever☝ according to CEO
Charles Cornwall.

Eidos has paid $55m for a c20°/o stake in US Maximum
Holdings. Maximum specialises in interactive video games
and there are plans to float Maximum on NASDAQ next
year at a possible valuation of c$2 billion.
Eidos shares have continued their meteoric rise - they are
up another 30% this month (that's 490% this year) to end
on 俉55.48p. In order to increase marketability. Eidos are
proposing to split each 10p nominal share into five 2p
shares.
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Profit warnings from...
Regular readers will have got either bored or resigned to our ever growing list of "Y2K microclimate" profit warnings.

l Earlier this year, when other learned analysts were expressing "surprise", we were quoted as saying ☜the only thing that
surprises us is that anyone is surprised☜. We clearly upset some people with that.

Anyway, here☂s the latest batch of "surprises"....

...Computerland UK has issued yet another profit warning (the third this year!) saying that product sales in September
and October had been below expectations But the company tempered this somewhat by saying that H2 would show an

improvement on H1 due to cost♥cutting measures. -\
...Stordata Solutions has said it expects a greater loss for FY99 (cEB75K) than in H199 when it lost £611K. The
company is also proposing to raise £1m net in a 1-for-2 rights issue at 2.5p. ☜The group's trading has improved signi cantly

since the end of May".

Druid Group issued a sort of profit warning both in March and September this year due to the Y2K situation. Well
there's no doubt that this month they have issued a ☁proper☂ profit warning (or more accurately a 'Ioss warning☂). The

_ company now expect to report a loss in H12000 due to an "unexpectedly severe reduction in revenues". But they do
☁ expect that H2 will be stronger and enough to return them to overall year profits. Druid made £4m profit in H199 and

analysts were expecting £13m for the full year. The company are not planning wholesale redundancies at this stage ☜so
that we are prepared to address the expected marketgrowth post millennium☝. Despite the profit warning, the shares rose
62% this month to end on £16.58p so it appears that investors believe that Druid will come back strongly in 2000.
Comment. After speaking to CEO David Tebbs he told us he expects Druid to be profitable next year... but only just! it
will not be until the last quarter (April-June 2000) that Druid will return to its ☜model☝. It's mainly the core ERP business
that is suffering - both e-commerce and CRM seem OK.

i Bond International Software has joined the ever growing band of Y2K delays when saying that, although H199 was

fine, the H2 Iockdown will result in a small loss for the year. The shares fell 23% this month to end on 76p.

...Systems International, like most others, is also blaming the Y2K effect. ☜Whilst the directors are convinced that this

pause in trading activity is temporary... it will impact on all divisions in 0399☝. The company now expects a small loss in
H100 (to Dec. 99) but hopes that the second half "will be strong enough to return the company to profit for the full yeaf☂

  

but, or course, at a lower level than FY99 (PBT £1.5m).

 

...and...

The last chapter in the sad MDIS saga?
It would be difficult to write a more depressing SCS story
than that of MDIS. An IPO (indeed the last ever public
offering in the sector) in Mar. 94 at 260p - valuing the

company at £260m - was quickly followed by aseries of
l profits warnings. In five years which has seen most other

808 companies soar in value, MDIS☂s share price is now
☁ 26p and, as there are twice thenumber of shares in issue
now, the value is £53.5m. Now MDIS has written the latest

chapter in the sad saga. It has issued yet another profits
shocker ♥ the 8☁" on our reckoning. indeed, the results for
the six months to 30☁h Jun. 99 are truly dire. In the period
revenue rose 11.5% to £68.6m but losses were a

staggering £8.1m - compared with a loss of just £400K
i last time. However, UK operating losses reduced by 17%
3 to a still pretty awful £2.3m.

Both Chairman Ian Hay Davison and CEO John Klein
l tendered their resignations. Chris Stone, who ran Digital☂s
outsourcing operations in the UK and moved, a year back,
to Andersen Consulting's UK managed services

, operations, takes over as CEO.

l We first crossed swords with Hay Davison in 1994 when
l we questioned the probity of the lPO. John Klein joined in
1995 to try fix the mess. Klein was/is a gentleman and

we feel sure he did his best. The MDIS staff might well

feel uneasy at his passing. But Stone is a good, sound

services manager. indeed, MDIS is one of those

companies which is a bit like a diamond mine. Some

☁ gems, which you have to dig hard for, surrounded by a lot

i a dirt. Stone is getting out of PFlO lV (application dev.
☁ Tools) and Glovia (ERP business), which are being

returned to JV partner Fujitsu. ☜Trading in both these

, activities has been below the Board's expectations and
below that of 1998☝. But, as he points out, the IT

1 consultancy bit has doubled its revenues to a run-rate of

c215m.

We would sincerely like to think this is the last chapter in

the current volume - a new page, a new beginning, is
long overdue.  #☁System i-iou☂se _

  

Triad to lose Boring Award
Although Triad☂s profit warning certainly was
"no surprise" it is very sad to lose yet another

System House Boring Award holder.
Whilst results for the year to March were F

excellent, showing revenues ahead over 50%

to £49.3m and pre-tax profits up 31% to

£8.6m, Chairman John Rigg cleany indicated that the company

was entering an uncertain period. Following the results,

analysts cut their profit expectations to a flat performance in
1999/00 and now that looks highly unlikely to be achieved.

indeed brokers Beeson Gregory are now forecasting PBT of
just £4m to 31st Mar. 00 - down from £8.6m in FY99, So an
earnings reversal now looms.

Whilst Y2K Iockdown is not directly cited as a cause, it is

implicit in the statement because Fligg is showing considerable

confidence for 2000. The statement indicates that utilisation
rates are suffering, suggesting that it is the IT services side
on the business rather that the contracting side that is being
most badly affected.
This warning marks another turn in the volatile story of Triad
since its listing on the London market in March 1996. The
shares raced away from the float price of 135p to 277p only

to come plunging down less than a year later when it

committed the cardinal sin for any young plc and issued a
profit warning. This statement came just weeks after the
company had indicated that current trading was satisfactory.
Results from then up to now had been exemplary and
ironically, having annoyed some in the investment community
by issuing a surprise profit warning in the first place, Triad
then managed to annoy the same audienw by doing too well
and not keeping the City informed on the upside!
At the end of the day, it all comes down to disclosure levels
and investor relations, and that is something that Triad has
never got quite right. As a business, Triad has achieved
spectacular organic growth but in telling the City about what
has driven its growth, it has been severely lacking.

Triad ended November up 50% at 395p ~ still way off their
605p high.
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Quoted Companies - Results Service Note: Highli - hted Names indicate results announced this month.
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VJ WM... Fi fg cmm isting from AIM to EASDAQ and raised
:13? ☜El g ☜'2323331% ☜55%:% $50m by offering 3.33m shares at $15. Part ($19.5m) will be used to satisfy the cash
p 1 z... , . .   utsttlo

 

V Vconsideration for their Suvrfw tch

Hmfpre atesfofenoth ☁
111M issued resultsfo yea '

1 EMS internal revenue streams 0000000110.ng rapidly. lnte☁met

f it worm

is up and running with 43.000 pupils and Iyneroouth
biggest of these contracts, oya iongway, is still 54☁ the biddinng ocess am

1 all of Northern ireiand's 1,300 schools. PM with iCLih a consortium calleng . _
are expected next summer, but in the meantime, costs .in the I '

l region of 92m in H1 will add toseasonal bias. Last. but not least.
☁ RM☂s offering in coniunction with the Open University for teacher
i trainingizcalled Learning Schools, has 901005) 51:90:00 ☁s 171100, PET"d
☁ a 2401 order book at the year end. Finance Director Mike' ifeig
says that orders are now substantialin☁htglterthan-Ithaf. The ☜WWW
Learning Schools Programme was sat up to tail advantage of ☂

i the 223010 of extra funding for ff teacher training from the New
J Opportunities Fund. Technology in education has to be} ona'of
☁ THE global opportunities in the next century anowhilst PM is
doing all of the right things, we would like-to see its reach extend
both from a geographical point ofview and in terms ofthe markets

☁ in which it operates.
☁ Regardless☁ shareholders have little to moan about. An IPO in .939 ,9... .99, ,m .993 .99. ms [995 m, .593

Dec, 94 at 350. the shares ended NOV. up 21% at 7570 ~ a mere
1 22-fold increase in mosejigyears.

_,Systém House_ 6 décember 1999
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PonDoc (knowledge management software) has acquired

AppliedNet for 028m. The company has also announced a

placing at 125p to raise 28m before expenses and a change
of name to Sopheon plc.

Hays has acquired Hutchinson Smith (IT contracting and
solutions) for an initial £27.75m including debt. Further

payments up to a maximum of £13m are conditional on
future profits, HS had proforma FY99 revenue of £75m an

operating profits of £2.6m.

Vega has acquired Skillchange Systems (training) for

£3.6m. Skillchange had 1999 PST of £254K on revenue of

£1.59m.
Cedar Group has bought the Financial Management

System Division of PPSL (itself a subsidiary of Leading
Software) for £1.25m. FMS "is profitable" and had 1998
revenues in excess of £1.5m. They also said that 97.9%
acceptances had been received for the recent rights issue.
UK Holding company Gladstone has paid £1.5m for card
payment software firm Torstar.
freecom.net is planning to raise £20m when it floats on
AIM at the end of November after raising its offer price to

£756K in the six months to Jun. 99. Has the world gone
mad?freecom will have a market capitalisation of cE48.75m

at this price and has 808 veteran Bob Morton as its non-
exec. Chairman. Peel Hunt are acting.
lnfobank International is to acquire from Kevin Doyle the
remaining 75% it does not own in associate company Elliott
Pearce (e-commerce enterprise application integration) for
22m in shares.

Reseller and consultancy Harrier Group has floated on
AIM at 110p raising £7.5m.

Guardian has acquired the Swiss disaster recovery arm of

German debis for £1.3m.This will extend further Guardian☂s

disaster recover business in Europe.
MERANT (see also p2) has entered into an agreement to
acquire US EnterpriseLink Technology (enterprise

extension software) for $22m.
CMG is to acquire German IT services company adit GmbH

for c£4.3m. adit provides ERP (Baan) and CRM services
and had H199 revenues of £2.2m andPET of £600K. CMG

.130p. The offer was 20-times oversubscribed despite losing

.will also acquire German IT services company banksys
Software GmbH on tst Jan. 00 for c£1.8m cash. banksys
was created in 1994 and has 12 staff, revenues of £1.2m
and PET of £200K.
Policy Master Group has bought US Insurance Business
Solutions (IBS) for an initial 51m in shares. Up to a further
$6m is payable on profits. IBS has 20 staff, revenue of
$708K but lost $234K in the eight months to Aug. 99. Policy
Master has also placed 0276K shares at 320p in order to
raise additional working capital.

French leading plc (£200m revenue, 4000 employees) Sopra
has acquired Mentor Computer Services (consultancy,
bespoke software, project services, AM etc. to IBM mid-
range markets) for an undisclosed sum. Mentor has 150
staff and 1999 revenues of c£10m. (Ed. note - after so many
years quoting other companies involvement in such-and-
such an acquisition, we are rather pleased to state Richard
☁Holway Limited did all the preliminary research for Sopra
which identified Mentor as a target. Remarkably good
value...)
ISP Agency.com is set to acquire rival i-traffic Inc. for

$15m. Agency also lodged its float prospectus with
NASDAQ for a listing this month.
Sage has acquired Swiss Sesam for £11.1m. As one would 

Mergers and acquisitions - continued

expect from Sage, Sesam are in the same business area
producing PC accounting software.They had 1998 revenues

of £4.4m andan active customer base of 18,000 which will

provide Sage with a market leading position in Switzerland.
Torex is to expand its retail division with the purchase of

Midas House Group (Systems) for up to £11.5m. Midas
had 1998 revenue of £8.8m and PET of £901K.

ECsoft has acquired Dutch Project in Motion for an

undisclosed sum. PiM has 31 staff and provides resources,

consultancy and project management to medium/large
Dutch businesses. ECsoft have also acquired Norwegian

IT Partner AS, again for an undisclosed amount. ☁

Neuer Markt quoted Articon Information Systems has
acquired lntegralis at a cost of £77m. The enlarged group
will have estimated sales of over £38m. KPMG acted for

Integralis.
Synstar has bought the business continuity operations of
Tecys in Luxembourg for £41 6K. The acquisition is expected

to add £220K revenues and £65K PBT.

London Bridge has purchased US LenStar which includes
Lentec (Nevada), TekStar Admedia and Lensat llc.

Consideration was $14.4m. Revenues for the businesses I
acquired were $3.5m.
NewMedia Spark has invested £400K for a 15% stake in

LinkGuard (Internet start up company).

Computacenter has acquired Metrologie UK from the
receivers after the collapse of CHS Electronics. Price
rumoured to be 022m.
General Atlantic has invested £10m in e-services company

Entranet. Granville advised Entranet.
Freeserve has invested a further £11.7m to up its stake in

US TelePost to 57%. TelePost (like Hotmail) allows users

access to their e-mail from any PC connected to the
internet. I
Sanderson Group has received a bid approach not a lot

higher than 220p. Rumour has it that it☁s from an M30 team
aiming to take the company private.
US Black Box Corp. has acquired Datech Group.
Affinity Internet is to raise £19.4m from a share placing at

£11.50p. In addition they have announced a deal with Colt
Telecom and to acquire GamesZone from ICL

lnterX (was Ideal Hardware) is to split its internet and .
software activities from its original core storage distribution

business.

   
' P ,. ,
~Ioperatioos.-lf a 1 ☁omputergram☁ report is correct. in the year

. to}: .6m but 933' bye tower 16% to. £1.1m. That☁s a pretty .
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1qieotjhj☁ap'r; 99, .Ctuidnun'c has increased revenues 060% 1,

good performance:

 

Ouidnunc Group plc

Ten Year PET and Revenue Record

Relative to 1990
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Admiral ☜not for sale☝
Admiral has attempted to squash rumours that it is to be
sold. Chairman Clay Brendish said "We are not talking to
anyone nor have we received any approaches☝. Brendish

also said that the search for a new CEO to replace Ceri
James was "going wel ".
Regardless the shares have recovered well recently, rising

42% this month and are now double the low at the time of

the profits warning earlier in the year.

 

Still BT ☜No name☝
We understand that BT still cannot decide on a name for

their BT Solutions division which had revenue up 25% to

£531m in the six months to 30th Sep. 99. Anyway the

Syntegra and Syncordia brands will remain and they are

not to be ☁fused☂ (and hence by implication nor will their

operations). What are we to make of the reasons given for

the delay? ☜The opportunity is bigger than initially perceived".

  

Continued progress at Azlan
☜The leading pan-European value added networking group"
Azlan has experienced aturbulent few years to say the

least. They managed a reasonable profit in FY99 after two
years of heavy losses. At the six month interim stage to

30th Sep. 99, revenue increased 26% to £194m (and a
higher 30% using constant exchange rates) and the
previous loss of £424K has been turned into a PET of

£2.4m. All divisions managed to increase revenues.

Products went up 28% to £167.6m (with operating profits

up from£9.6m to £11.2m), Training contributed a 9%

revenue rise to £19.5m (profitsup 20% to £13m), with the

smaller Services side doing extremely well with a 57%
revenue rise to 27m and profits up five-fold to £1m.
Chairman Barrie Morgans is ☜pleased to announce continued
progress...the good volume momentum has carried over

into the beginning of the second halt... We remain con dent
in our ability to deliver network solutions across Europe to
provide strong prospects for future growt
Azlan shares rose 4% this month to end on 89p.

   
Progress at XKO - and an acquisition
At the six month interim stage ended 30th Sep. 99, XKO
Group announced static revenues of £13.5m, operating
profit up from £1.2m to £1.3m. but, after exceptionals and
amortisation, a loss before tax of £551K was reported. It

is difficult to compare these results to the prior proforma

figures.
They also announced the acquisition of Silicon Valley

Services (revenue £4.2m, profits £631K) for up to £5r25m,

a placing of 1.2m shares at 344p.

XKO is slightly disappointed with the results which are lower
due to the usual Y2K problems. They will probably not now
achieve analysts☂ estimates of c£3.2m PBT for the full
year. Chairman & CEO Brian Beverley however ☜is pleased
with our first half and the acquisition... opportunities leave
us well placed to make rapid progress".
The shares ended the month on 360p - a rise of 62%.
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Keystone goes mm the black Gust)
Keystone Software provides systems for practice

management of major professional firms. They were a new

AIM issue in Mar. 99 at 10p. At the six month interim stage

to 30th Sep. 99, revenue was up nearly four♥fold to £2.4m

and the previous loss of £1.2m was transformed into a

small PBT of £17K - their first profitable period.
Non-exec. Chairman Tony Caplin said "The half year results

bodes well [or Keystone☂s future... the growing base at

satisfied clients has become a powerful force". They claim

5,000 users worldwide and although Keystone "is still a

new and technology-leading solution, it is no longer viewed

as high risk". The company has high hopes of further
contracts in both the UK and Australasia but expect fewer

sales in the immediate future due to Y2K.
They shares ended the month on 58p - nearly six-times
higher than the IPO price.

December 1999
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5.1. PSH 91:91 am. gm sun pm
FISEI Mia
1mm . . . 18w. '
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crs Gm: 5? £2.09 1:27.40m 19.1 3.12 2322.22 21.16% 110.05% -:0.86m 61 1.60111
a...☜ cam-11 SP £0.66 £8.79r☜ 50.5 4.87 528.23 87.14% 79.45% «20.25111 -:u.37m
DAG YSS CS (33.09 £3,133.00☜ 114.1 9.27 22820.59 39.86% 116.98% £379.41m 51.06000!☜
WW V85 R 53.83 50.701☜ 33.5 0.41 3060.00 33.74% 4.83% {4433411 4323.10!☜
mexlll V85 R 68.88 51.136001☜ 29.5 1.02 1325.37 40.17% 101.82% 128.141☜ £357.20☜
Canine C5 £3.99 243.201☜ 24.9 2.33 3069.23 25.67% 92.29% 21.421☜ 1215.501☜
0060qu Yes CS £9.10 £178.50!☜ 37.9 1.99 15166.67 23.39% 68.52% 223.621☜ 253.801☜
Ddc-m SF [1.50 210.001☜ Loss 0.77 576.92 41.75% @5876 121.441☜ E7.26r☜
[Maud Ves CS £3.04 £206.00!☜ 40.6 3.49 4412.51 19.02% 25.93% £40.48!☜ 俉12.50!☜
Dion caper-0m CS £0.80 21 03.801☜ 24.5 0.75 727.27 16.79% 37.98% 27.551☜ 616.001☜
019 Dan mun-a1 SF £0.20 £7.61!☜ 14.4 0.94 177.27 -11.36% 52.94% {0.69m 13.20111
011.411... Yes cs 1:16.58 1:23680111 47.5 6.17 6027.27 61.71% 25.81% -m4.20m -1:64.9om
Ellym cs 1:10.80 12151170111 11/11 13.43 10800.00 76.39% 333.79% 1:85.23m 299.501☜
Ecsm Yas (:9 £11.63 {89.90111 20.9 2.00 643.33 40.91% 37.16% {4.64111 -E111.801☜
51...... 6.1.8.6: SP £1.25 62380111 20.4 2.90 3912.00 36.81% 84.44% 24.72111 [6.10111
Em. SF £55.48 2782.901☜ 60.1 4.45 55480.00 550.35% 490.21% 172.841☜ 2522201☜
F1 (in; Yes CS £6.30 21.18900☜ 108.6 6.13 1515185 20.92% 91.78% £293.32m 2529.401☜
Flu-mid CRun SP £5.70 12121 .001☜ 49.9 8.87 2478.26 57.55% 132.65% 214.601☜ 233.701☜
Han-4:151☝ SP Elm 27.16☜! 26.0 1.49 2942.31 44.34% 146.77% {0.20m 23.13r☜

CS 52.95 61.400001☜ ☜Ia n/n 1966.57 112.23% 96.67% -E75.85m {110.0011
CS 1217.70!☜ 7.0 2.30 505.38 15.05% 63.69% {1.78m -El8.00r☜
CS 5840.501☜ 75.9 15.02 2960.78 13.53% 58.95% £5.70m £97.30m
A £121.60!☜ 18.5 1.3 2742.85 12.54% 54.84% 825.43!☜ 234.20!☜

A 28.791☜ 18.1 0.36 1569.44 21.51% 43.53% £3.03m {7.21m

CS 258.401☜ 28.7 2.01 2377.78 39.19% 68.84% 23.35!☜ £10.10r☜

£51.60!☜ Loss 21.53 3686.17 182.86% 578.55% 1:14.73!☜ 237.301☜

£117.40!☜ ☜[9 12.71 1343.00 11.88% 59.82% 1216.427☜ 274.701☜

214.901☜ 34.0 2.53 3395.52 46.77% 121.95% 20.941☜ £5.06☜!

£399.00!☜ 67.6 3.93 1817.14 12.07% 34.50% £59.77r☜ 266.801☜

24.93111 7.6 0.55 800.00 14.29% -17.24% £0.62r☜ {1.45m
838.101☜ L455 26.95 217.50 38.59% 115.34% 120.021☜ {18.60111

1:30.001☜ Loss 0.49 2157.14 7.86% 91.14% {2.36111 213.1 0111
2477.201☜ 216.0 14.79 23221.94 74.07% 360.78% :1 14.91m £306.40m
1:14.40111 Loss 12.37 644.45 16.00% 222.22% £7.92m 121242111
24.51 r11 22.0 0.88 3600.00 29.57% 20.00% 51.00111 50.92111

[3.701.00111 140.3 8.34 20747.69 62.73% 189.95% £507.45!☜ t1.772.00111
俉850.90!☜ 225.8 61.45 2227500 64.39% 246.02% £121.67m 6469.801☜
615 701☜ 10.5 0.13 840.00 -1 .16% 142.66% 421.331☜ {12.00r☜

5108.401☜ 18.9 0 62 3225.00 27.72% 45.01% £7.48☜ £103.80!☜

£118.20!☜ 19.8 4.63 288306 19.17% 110.29% £4.41!☜ 551.201☜

153.501☜ 8.4 0.46 99.04 11.96% 44.82% 415.28!☜ 4244.40!☜

235090111 832 2.91 2173.40 84.80% 334.78% -£65.52m 220230111
292.3016 155.1 2.28 1559.63 105.63% 166.42% {17.40111 1:2.70111

$2580.00☜ 40.8 6.82 8460.00 33.85% 55.52% £490.28!☜ £420.00!☜

273.201☜ 17.1 2.25 4776.79 33.31% 44.40% {0.90111 4239.30!☜

27.12r☜ LOS 9.30 846.57 1 2.39% 25.74% 80.001☜ £0.76!☜

£38.90!☜ 17.4 3.78 4556.52 16.90% 17.39% 422.101☜ 27.001☜
[279.50m 15.7 1.49 1430.00 56.46% 43.00% -1:17.o7m «22620111
E39801☜ 7.5 0.27 1355.79 33.08% 23.58% £9.45!☜ £29.60!☜
£5.25!☜ Lass 2.19 902.06 36.72% 47.64% .21 .617111 {3.4811

229.com nla 33.62 2725.00 134.91% 172.50% 52.01111 24.00111
217550111 132.5 24.38 9217.39 20.80% 523.53% 俉26.50r☜ {156.8016
1:29.601☜ Loss 1.38 312.50 -25.47% -48.45% $3.151☜ ~£12.50!☜

2305.501☜ 27.2 1.36 44749.83 111.94% 40.58% 57300111 1:23.301n
225.101☜ 23.0 1.67 1076.29 5.76% 30.58% {0.92111 124.90m
£20301☜ Lo§ 3.00 300.00 57.63% 89.09% £2.01!☜ 21.401☜
63550111 290 6.49 3375.00 68.75% 237.90% 52.54111 [19.80111
£45.10☜ 41.6 4.38 2366.67 10.94% 87.34% 21.40f☜ E18 40!☜
£60.30!☜ Loss 75.57 392.86 42.00% -7.04% {4.79111 1334 501☜
287.80☜ 22.4 2.86 1730.26 34.87% 85.21% 1:15.461☜ £39.50☜
1:18.801☜ 6.4 1.35 41 5.32 7.29% 29.45% «21.00111 59.60111

2101.201☜ 53.9 18.51 2182.69 36.75% 587.88% {25.06111 [31.10111
1:10.601☜ 10.9 0.68 1061.11 11.53% 6.11% 50.00111 07.5011
253.2011 222 4.08 19183.67 23.68% 94.62% 29.40111 :1940111
1264.701☜ Loss 107.73 4807.14 234.57% 32650011. 1:26.991☜ 261.0111
139.1011 30.3 0.56 9211.93 15.04% 232.35% 20.92.11 1:28.201☜

[575.0001 771 4.13 2161429 21.04% 63.21% 29423,☜ 215.60.☜
22550111 2.6 2.00 36119.29 68.41% 84.29% {0.00111 £2.20m
[8.37111 23.9 0.92 1080.00 6.30% -11.76% 60.00111 {0.68m

218000111 59.: 7.54 4558.82 24.00% 131.34% 228.121☜ £86501☜
£3,807.0om 150.1 2609 166576.92 38.77% 175.86% 2480.61m (1.9660011

[97.10111 15.8 1.42 3557.45 10.00% 35.15% 57.53... 1:24.00...
1:11.40111 10.9 0.30 1750.00 34.62% 41.39% mm". {5mm
1:47.301☜ 33.0 2.36 2612.40 21.01% 115.34% 21.90111 1:20.701"

2368600111 77.2 3.74 13496.86 34.97% 81.56% 2238.191☜ 695600111
£220.9om 70.6 7.70 27651.43 41 28% 144.84% 633.8011- 1:93 5011
2143 20m 19.2 0.52 984.30 34.25% 20.94% .261 .79111 {(520111
231.50!☜ Less 81.93 3208.63 46.23% 51.19% :4 21111 21.50111

615860111 22.3 0.54 1794.44 38.63% 11.00% -1:11 57m 4541 80m
238.701☜ 11/: 3.03 2677.78 97.54% 125.23% £0.30!☜ :4 70111
23.02r☜ 9.3 0.37 416.67 33.33% 233 33% 20.751☜ 俉1.81m
29.96111 Loss 12.41 1760.10 3302595 80.10% ~22.64m £13.84!☜

2231.601☜ 53.9 1.65 969.70 12.28% 53.03% {15 441☜ £38.40!☜
£4.02m 47.1 3.55 323.91 24.17% 380.85% {0.03m [239.☜

215.2001 7.4 0.73 617.39 20.22% 127.55% {4.50m .ELm

287.001☜ 56.7 8.14 2444.44 157.81% 144.44% $5.781☜ {0.70m

29190111 52.7 6.03 7893.20 45.96% 358.92% {2.5710 E61201☜
[4.32111 15.0 1.51 1226.42 58.63% 10.17% ~1:026:11 {1.132111

212.10!☜ 27.3 2.86 2442.86 107.69% 125 99% 4121491☜ [1.00111

820.60!☜ 16.1 I 36 1308.00 16.79% 33 47% {0.33111 [2 601☜

656.201☜ 17.1 1.55 2925.93 50.48% 25.82% {8.16111 4:68.00!☜
65.30111 39.3 0.97 201.22 200.00% 120.00% 42096111 (0.14111

£102.90111 36.0 4.07 5430.33 15.22% 70 91% {6.76111 :40 50m
£7 3011: Loss 1.92 790 00 8 22% 125.71% 1:0 55m 23.801☜

1:70.601☜ Loss 29.56 4221.05 148.30% 516.92% :42 17111 :49 40111
1:79.901☜ 23.9 0 96 1295.71 0.00% 14.21% :0 00:11 1:22 am
[51.10111 43.9 2.1;: 2400 00 62.16% N. [19.47113 123660111
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Y2Kmicroclimate affecting MMT too
MMT☁s results for the year ending 31st Aug. 99 have been

affected by the Y2K microclimate. Revenue went up a below
average 12% to £41m but PBT fell 3% to £9.7m. Diluted

EPS managed a small 3% rise.

MMT Computing plc

PET and Revenue Record
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MMT is now being reorganised into two principal operating
divisions, Business & IT Solutions and Specialist Solutions,

☜to reflect current trends within the IT industry☝. Chairman
Mike Tilbrook stated "We expect the considerable softness

in the market to continue until the early months of 2000"

and he expects the recovery to be evident in MMT☂s second
half next year and beyond. Tilbrook remains ☜confident and
enthusiastic for our long term future☝and ☜intends continuing
to expand our successful core business of low risk T&M
consulting activities☝. MMT's shares went up 33% this
month to end on 803p.

 

in Sep. this year, Lynx Group issued a profits warning that
FY99 results would be lower than anticipated and analysts
hastily revised their figures from c£1 5.8m to c£12m. The results
therefore for the year ended 30th Sep. 99 should come as no
undue surprise. Revenue increased 17% to £212.5m,
operating profit before goodwill amortisation dropped 8% to

£12.8m, PBT went down 17% to £11m with EPS down 27%. .

The main reasons for the decline in both profits and revenue

have been the Value Added Distribution business. VAD revenue
fell 14% to £93.4m with OP down from £4.9m to £2.8m,Training,
like VAD, was also affected by the Y2K microclimate. Overall

the Software and Systems Division had a 35% revenue rise to
£82.4m with profits increasing 15% to £9,3m. Commercial
Systems was the star performer here with a 46% revenue rise
to £25.5m andprofits up 79% at £2.5m with the other key

business, Financial, also performing well. Their Corporate

service business revenue fell from £41 .1 m to £3912m although ☁
profits increased from £2.2m to £2.5m.
CEO Richard Last commented ☜We believe that the coming

year will see significant progress in the successful growth and
development of the Group☂s businesses which are well placed

to benefit from many of the changes taking place in the IT
sector". Last is also wary about the performance of the VAD
business in the run up to the millennium as evidence suggests
that demand for servers will be ☜below normal levels☝.
After the share slump at the time of the profit warning, the

  

Cadcentre does well at the interim stage
I Cadcentre Group provides ED systems which aid the

design of process and power plants. In their interims for

the six months to 30th Sep. 99, they maintained their
unbroken PBT growth record with a 39% rise to £1.9m on

i revenues up 24% to £10,9m. Diluted EPS was up a much
higher 61%. Cadcentre issued a mild profit warning last

☁ year when falling sales in the Far East reduced FY profit

expectations but they did still manage a small rise in PBT.

☁ Cadcentre has clients throughout Europe, US, Japan and

i the Far East as well as the UK and since buying a Japanese

☂ distributor a year ago, have now doubled turnover in south♥

east Asia. Sales in Germany have also risen 38%.
After various otheracquisitions, the company now plan to

l shift their emphasis from 2D/3D software to focus on their
engineering customers where they can see far more
potential.

\, The shares ended the month up 39% on 330p.
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shares have recovered well to end the month up 28% at 129p. .

Bit of a mixed bag at Kewill
Kewill Systems☂ results for the six months to 30th Sep. 99.
show overall revenue up 30% to £35.7m, operatingprofits up
from £4.5m to £56m, PBT (after goodwill amortisation) fell 26%
to £2.8m with diluted EPS down 46%.The e-commerce business
was the star with a 78% revenue rise to £11,8m (33% of the

total) and profits doubled with margins still of over 20%, ERP

saw a 49% revenue rise to £15.2m with profits ahead 40% to
£3.1m but Logistics saw a turnoverfall of nearly 10% to £5.2m
and profits no more than break-even. Their German Design

Division ☜remains solid and profitable". The company☂s net debt
has increased from 21m to £17.6m primarily due to acquisitions
costing £19m in the last year.
Kewill has now recruited a new UK sales team at Logistics and

their US operation has new management.
Their future strategy is based around the Kewill Business Portal

where FDX Corp. has entered into an agreement to make use

of their products. Future development of Business Portal is
expected to cost Kewill £6.8m over the next two years.
Kewill has also announced a placing at £10.88 to raise £38.6m

to speed up development of e-commerce products.

About a year ago you could buy Kewill shares at under £2. This
year to date they have increased 361% to end the month on
£11.75p - that's a rise of 74% this month alone.
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ICL has announced a £100m plan to expand its e-commerce activities worldwide. 4,400 new jobs will
be created over the next 3 years, including 1,000 in the UK, 2,700 in continental Europe and 700 in
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the US. A further 4,000 staff will be retrained and redeployed into their ☁eBusiness' division.
ICL also announced a slew of new e-commerce ☜design, build, operate☂ contracts, including deals
with UK retailer Kingfisher (group-wide intranet), Finland☂s Leonia Bank (on-line banking through

mobile phones), Lloyds (extranet♥based shipping register) and the Irish Government (pan-European business-to-business
internet trading community). The Leonia deal comes on the back of a new agreement with Nokia to develop WAP
(wireless application protocol) applications using Nokia's tools and servers.
ICL will also open seven ☁eBusiness Centres of Excellence' at ICL facilities in the UK, continental Europe and the US.
The £100m investment will be funded from e-commerce revenues and ICL☂s own resources.
Comment. it☂s great to see ICL ☁come out of the closet☂ with this announcement. which comes on the back of a doubling
of ☁pure☂ e-commerce revenues from c£80m last year to over £150m. This makes ICL one of the top (if not the top)
supplier of ☁true' e-commerce services in the UK. For too long ICL has kept its e-commerce light well hidden under a
bUShel ☁ )☜3☁1 it has already designed, built and now operates branded websites for no fewer than 120 organisations,
moulding AOL's 'flee' Netscape Online lSP service.
Arid there☂s more! |CL has also built cable operator NTL☂s interactive digital TV infrastructure platform as well as the
infrastructure. Porial and merchandising services for Sega☂s phenomenally successful Internet-enabled Dreamcast
games console.
We think this is a terrific achievement and it☁s about time the world got to hear about it. The £100m investment will give
an extra push to ICES recently unvened strategy to refocus the entire business to design. build and operate customer
relatiOnship management systems,

The timing of this annOUncemem is, of course, not incidental to the run~up to lCL☁s proposed re-listing on the London
Stock Exchange next year. Although our views are pretty well known, if lCL really could be rebranded as ☜internet i

Commerce Ltd" it could do wonders for the chances of successwand its associated valuation.
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Internet madness...or are you just bitter?
It's been a pretty amazing month if you are contemplating an

internet related IPO. treecom.net (internei services to SMEs)

and 365 Corporation (internet content specialist) revised their

valuations northwards when pre-IPO demand soared, freecom

was over 20♥times oversubscribed and will raise £20m (not the
£12.5m originally planned) when they float on AIM at 120p on
1st Dec. 99.This values the operation, which lost £756K in the

six months to 30th Jun. 99, at £49m. 365 is to oat at a proposed

valuation of c£285m at 160p - about 10% higher than even

they thought a few weeks back. They are unusual as an internet

company as they made pro ts of £277K on revenue of £4.6m

in the quarter to 30th Jun. 99.
GlobalNet Financial.com (which provides on-Iine financial
news) is to go to AIM next month with a valuation of cE140m.

NewMediaSpark, which invests in internet start ups, has seen
its value more than double this month. 0neview.net (another

provider of internet services to SMEs) has seen its value rise
substantially from the £19m at its Sep. IPO, They now plan to
raise £5.26m in a ☜substantially oversubscribed"placing at 300p

to fund their future expansion plans.
Comment - Of course the easiest reaction is "it will all end in

tears"but investment in almost any internet stock in the last 12
months - even the much over-hyped Freeserve - is showing
handsome returnsAnd that☂s the rub.
Nobody would doubt that e-commeroe will beTHE driving force - ,V I , ,. » .
for our sector in the next decade. There will be failures in the a. ... . . ' 0.. . ..
current crop but, equally, there are guaranteed to be some TM
spectacular successes too. Backing as wide a spread as
possible of the players has always been the best strategy in
the past. Likely to be even more rewardingin the future. We certainly hope that you have all taken a look at
Easam l», ~l techmarkresearch.com, and Its associated Newsdesk

service, which we launched on 3rd Nov. Initial reaction has

been very positive. As well as all the news and comment, our
very own 808 Share Index can be seen in "real-time" (well, 20
minute delayed actually...)

We would really like to knowwhatYOU think. Afteral/it was
designed for you and it☂s "free".

Erratum Sorry we made two silly mistakes in our ☜Class of

1989" chart on p2 in last month☂s System House. Misys and
Sema's 1999 market cap. should have read £2,945m and

£3,551 m respectively. Apologies to our readers and thanks to
the several phone calls we had pointing out our errors.
Also, can we point out that Memory Corp. has no connection
with Memory Computers (which went bust in the early 905).
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